ABOUT THIS
RESOURCE
This resource is produced by Stonewall, a UK-based
charity that stands for the freedom, equity and potential
of all lesbian, gay, bi, trans, queer, questioning and ace
(LGBTQ+) people.
At Stonewall, we imagine a world where LGBTQ+ people everywhere can live
our lives to the full.
Founded in London in 1989, we now work in each nation of the UK and have
established partnerships across the globe. Over the last three decades, we
have created transformative change in the lives of LGBTQ+ people in the
UK, helping win equal rights around marriage, having children and inclusive
education.
Our campaigns drive positive change for our communities, and our sustained
change and empowerment programmes ensure that LGBTQ+ people can
thrive throughout our lives. We make sure that the world hears and learns from
our communities, and our work is grounded in evidence and expertise.
To find out more about our work, visit us at www.stonewall.org.uk
Registered Charity No 1101255 (England and Wales) and SC039681 (Scotland)
Stonewall is proud to provide information, support and guidance on LGBTQ+ inclusion; working
towards a world where we’re all free to be. This does not constitute legal advice, and is not
intended to be a substitute for legal counsel on any subject matter.
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Introduction

We imagine a world where every LGBTQ+
person can thrive in sport. We want to
unite everyone who cares about sport to
create the world that we imagine,
together.
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Introduction
“At Stonewall, we stand for lesbian,
gay, bi, trans, queer, questioning and
ace (LGBTQ+) people everywhere.
Founded in London in 1989, we now
work in each nation of the UK and have
established partnerships across the
globe. We are part of a vibrant global
movement for change made up of
LGBTQ+ people, our allies, families and
friends.”
Nancy Kelley (she/her)
CEO, Stonewall
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Stonewall Sport Empowerment

Overview
Empowered individuals create the sporting world we want to see. Where LGBTQ+ people, and allies, can
thrive and succeed wherever they exist.

Stonewall workshops give participants an opportunity to learn the latest best practice. They're built using the
expertise we've gained from working with over 900 leading organisations across diverse sectors in the UK and
around the world.

Our Approach
We take an empowerment approach to all our learning sessions, the highly interactive workshops blend
knowledge sharing and practical exercises to suit various learning styles. We hold the firm belief that
individuals create more inclusive cultures through delegates sharing their experiences and ideas, so everyone
leaves with practical ways to make a difference in their role.
We’re pleased to offer this overview of the core workshops led by our inclusive Sport experts, who bring over
20 years’ experience working in sport. All core workshops will be tailored to suit your needs, but if you don’t
see what you’re looking for just let us know and we can create something bespoke.
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Stonewall Sport Empowerment

Get the workshop that’s right for you
We know that the needs and challenges of every organisation are different. Our Sport Workshops are
designed with that in mind, offering flexible, relevant learning in a choice of formats:
•
•
•
•

Digital Workshops
In-Person Workshops
Train-the-Trainer Workshops
Bespoke Workshops

Stonewall’s content development experts will tailor the content of any sessions listed in this Information
Pack to suit your needs. From adding in sector-specific information or altering the exercises to reflect your
organisational challenges through to a consultative process with people involved in your sport, we will deliver
a programme specific to your goals.
When you book your programme, a member of our Sport Team will get in touch to discuss how we can best
adapt the content to suit your desired outcomes. Standard tailoring is included in the programme cost; please note extensive
alterations incur a fee on a sliding scale.

If you'd like to talk more about how tailoring can work for you, please email sport@stonewall.org.uk to set up a conversation
with the team.
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DIGITAL WORKSHOPS
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Delivery
Each programme is delivered by trained
Stonewall facilitators on Zoom. If your
organisation traditionally uses another
platform we would be happy to
accommodate.

Workshops are interactive and we ask
participants to bring pen, paper, or
alternative note-taking device to
participate in the activities.
The programmes can typically
accommodate from 10 to up to 50
participants.
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Short Sessions
Delivered online over a 1.5-hour session, these
workshops are ideal first steps on your journey to
LGBTQ+ inclusion or a great way to engage your wider
organisation / sport.
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Introduction to LGBTQ+
Inclusion in Sport
Session aims:
• Explore the experiences and barriers
LGBTQ+ people face in life and in
sport
• Identify tools on how to tackle
homophobic, biphobic, transphobic,
and acephobic language in sport
• Discuss practical steps for building
and sustaining inclusive sport clubs /
organisations across all levels

Perfect for: Everyone, especially
community sport clubs, organisational
leaders, and coaches
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Leading Inclusive Student
Sport MOST POPULAR!
Session aims:
• Explore the experiences and barriers
LGBTQ+ students face in university
and in sport
• Understand how to incorporate
inclusive action into your everyday
leadership via our ‘Everyday Inclusion’
model
• Identify practical steps for building,
leading, and sustaining successfully
inclusive clubs
Perfect for: Everyone involved in student
sport, especially captains, welfare
officers, and Uni/College/SU staff
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Inclusion
Delivered online over a 3-hour session, these
workshops are an ideal way to explore the actions
you can take to support LGBTQ+ inclusion in your
sport / organisation.
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Inclusion Workshops
Creating LGBTQ+ Inclusive Environments in Sport MOST POPULAR!
Session aims:
• Learn more about the impact of LGBTQ+ inclusion in sport
• Understand practical steps you can take to be more inclusive of LGBTQ+ people
• Discuss how to apply this in the context of your organisation/sport environment
Perfect for: Everyone, especially team/club leaders (coaches, captains, volunteers).

Introduction to Collective Allyship in Sport
Session aims:
• Develop an understanding of LGBTQ+ identities and experiences in order to lead
inclusive sport environments
• Understand practical ways to create sport environments where all LGBTQ+ people can
achieve their potential
• Explore the meaning of allyship and identify steps to take to be a more visible and
active ally
Perfect for: All roles, especially team/club leaders (coaches, captains, volunteers). Aimed
at non-LGBTQ+ people.
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Inclusion Workshops
First Steps to Trans Inclusion in Sport HIGH DEMAND!
Session aims:
• Learn more about trans identities and experiences to confidently articulate the need for
trans inclusion
• Understand practical ways to create sport environments where all trans people can achieve
their potential
• Consider how you could step up to be a better ally to trans people in sport
Perfect for: Everyone, especially D&I teams, welfare officers, organisations looking to support
trans players.

Championing LGBTQ+ Inclusion in Sport as a Senior / Sport Leader
Session aims:
• Develop an understanding of LGBTQ+ identities and experiences in order to confidently
advocate for more inclusive sport environments
• Understand the specific role senior leaders play in creating inclusive environments in sport
• Discuss how your leadership team can take practical action to make your organisation more
inclusive
Perfect for: Senior leaders; coaches, managers and captains; and leadership teams
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Specialist
Delivered online over a 3-hour session, these
workshops are an excellent way to take your LGBTQ+
inclusive action to the next level or to empower
specialist professionals to incorporate inclusion in
their practice
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Specialist Workshops
LGBTQ+ Role Models
Session aims:
• Gain insight into and understanding of what it means to be yourself
• Explore what it means to be a role model, building motivation and confidence to be visible
and influential
• Identify practical ways to step up as an LGBTQ+ role model in your organisation/sport
environment
Perfect for: LGBTQ+ people in any role in your sport / organisation

Supporting LGBTQ+ Identities in Performance Sport MOST POPULAR!
Session aims:
• Develop an understanding of the barriers LGBTQ+ face to achieving their potential in sport
• Explore from why being yourself is key to successful performance for both individuals and
teams
• Identify practical ways to support LGBTQ+ players and coaches and embed this in your values
and cultures
Perfect for: Everyone, especially lifestyle advisors, coaches, and performance athletes
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Specialist Workshops
Collective Allyship for LGBTQ+ People of Colour in Sport
Session aims:
• Understand more about the experiences of LGBTQ+ People of Colour in sport and in everyday
life
• Discuss intersectionality, and how it impact experiences / performance in sport
• Develop ideas to step up as an ally to LGBTQ+ People of Colour
Perfect for: Everyone, especially organisation leaders, welfare officers, player care advisors, and
coaches

Supporting LGBTQ+ People in Gender-Based Sport
Session aims:
• Understand how sexism and misogyny are closely linked with homophobia, biphobia,
transphobia, acephobia
• Discuss intersectionality and how it impacts experiences / performance in women’s sport
environments
• Explore practical ways to challenge barriers that people face in sport because of their gender
identity, expression, or orientation
Perfect for: Everyone, especially those working or playing in women’s or mixed sport environments
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Specialist Workshops
Delivering LGBTQ+ Inclusive Sport Facilities and Services
Session aims:
• Understand more about the experiences of LGBTQ+ people in sport and fitness spaces
• Discuss the barriers to participation and best practice on delivering inclusive facilities /
services
• Develop ideas to embed LGBTQ+ inclusion in your facilities / services and ensure you remain
responsive to the shifting needs of the communities you engage
Perfect for: Everyone, especially facilities managers, leisure staff, fitness professionals, and
session leaders

LGBTQ+ Mental Health in Sport
Session aims:
• Understand more about LGBTQ+ peoples’ experiences of mental health and wellbeing
• Discuss the barriers that prevent conversations in sport on mental health being inclusive of
LGBTQ+ people
• Explore practical ways to reflect and support LGBTQ+ peoples’ experiences with mental
health in your player care, welfare, or lifestyle advising roles
Perfect for: Everyone, especially player care / lifestyle professionals, welfare officers, coaches
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Cost: Digital Workshops
Short Sessions (price per session)
Diversity Champion members: £750 + VAT
Non-members: £950 + VAT
Inclusion and Specialist Workshops
(price per session)

Diversity Champion members: £1350 + VAT
Non-members: £1750 + VAT
Discounts
We offer discounts for sport charities,
community sport groups, and bulk
bookings. Please email us to find out more.
Questions? Ready to book your workshop?
Email sport@stonewall.org.uk
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IN-Person Workshops
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Delivery
We’re thrilled to be back! Our in-person
workshops provide immersive learning for
empowering confidence around inclusion.
Full-day workshops ensure participants
have devoted time to explore content and
discussions in-depth to reach outcomes.
We know time is precious so we ensure
taking a day out is well worth it!
Each programme is delivered by trained
Stonewall facilitators. We work with you
to organise a suitable space in your
preferred location.
In-person workshops can accommodate from
10 to up to 30 participants.
Please note in-person travel may be limited by
Covid-19 restrictions.
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In-Person Workshops
Delivered in-person over a full-day session, these workshops offer immersive learning to build
confidence in leading LGBTQ+ inclusive-cultures in your wider organisation / sport.

Leading LGBTQ+ Inclusive Environments in Sport MOST POPULAR!
Session aims:
• Learn more about the impact of LGBTQ+ inclusion in sport
• Understand practical steps you can take to be more inclusive of LGBTQ+ people
• Discuss how to apply this in the context of your organisation/sport environment
Perfect for: Everyone, especially team/club leaders (coaches, captains, volunteers).

LGBTQ+ Role Models HIGH DEMAND!
Session aims:
• Gain insight into and understanding of what it means to be yourself
• Explore what it means to be a role model, building motivation and confidence to be visible and
influential
• Identify practical ways to step up as an LGBTQ+ role model in your organisation / sport
Perfect for: LGBTQ+ people in any role in your sport / organisation
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In-Person Workshops
Supporting LGBTQ+ Identities in Performance Sport
Session aims:
• Develop an understanding of the barriers LGBTQ+ face to achieving their potential in sport
• Explore from why being yourself is key to successful performance for both individuals and
teams
• Identify practical ways to support LGBTQ+ players and coaches and embed this in your values
and cultures
Perfect for: Everyone, especially player care / lifestyle advisors, coaches, and performance athletes

Leading Inclusive Student Sport
Session aims:
• Explore the experiences and barriers LGBTQ+ students face in university and in sport
• Understand how to incorporate inclusive action into your everyday leadership
• Identify practical steps for building, leading, and sustaining successfully inclusive clubs
Perfect for: Everyone involved in student sport, especially captains, welfare officers, and
Uni/College/SU staff
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In-Person Workshops
Supporting Trans Inclusion in Sport
Session aims:
• Learn more about trans identities and experiences to confidently articulate the need for trans
inclusion
• Understand practical ways to create sport environments where all trans people can achieve
their potential
• Consider how you could step up to be a better ally to trans people in sport
Perfect for: Everyone, especially D&I teams, welfare officers, organisations looking to support
trans players.

Championing LGBTQ+ inclusion in Sport as a Senior / Sport Leader
Session aims:
• Develop an understanding of LGBTQ+ identities and experiences in order to confidently
advocate for more inclusive sport environments
• Understand the specific role senior leaders play in creating inclusive environments in sport
• Discuss how your leadership team can take practical action to make your organisation more
inclusive
Perfect for: Senior leaders; coaches, managers and captains; leadership teams
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Cost: In-Person Workshops
Full-day Workshops (price per session)
Diversity Champion members: £2550 + VAT
Non-members: £2750 + VAT
Discounts
We offer discounts for sport charities,
community sport groups, and bulk
bookings. Please email us to find out more.
Half-day format is available for select inperson workshops. Please email us to find
out more.

Questions? Ready to book your workshop?
Email sport@stonewall.org.uk

Please note in-person programme fees may be adjusted
to reflect the cost of travel.
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Train-The-Trainer Workshops
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Delivery
Train-the-trainer programmes can be
delivered digitally or in-person. All
sessions are led by trained Stonewall
facilitators.
We will work with you to identify which
option best suits your organisation. We
love the physical interactive nature of inperson trainer learning, and also
understand that digital delivery allows
convenience, flexibility, and safety.
Content / fees are adjusted according to
your programme of choice.
Train-the-Trainer workshops can
accommodate from 10 to up to 30
participants.
Please note in-person travel may be limited by
Covid-19 restrictions.
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Train-the-Trainer Workshops
Train-the-Trainer Workshops provide upskilling to potential instructors or subject-matter leaders to
train other people in your organisation on the principles of LGBTQ+ inclusion.
Our Sport Train-the-Trainer workshops are built off the successful learning model developed by the
Stonewall Education & Youth team, who work with over 2000 schools. Content and practice is
adapted in collaboration with sport-centred learning methods to best suit the needs of people
working in sport.
This model cascades learning and conversations out efficiently and effectively, allowing people in your
organisation/sport to take ownership of creating LGBTQ+ inclusive cultures.

Train-the-Trainer Workshops are delivered over 2 sessions: Workshop 1 provides core empowerment
for future trainers; Workshop 2 covers the curriculum and upskilling.
Some examples of previous Train-the-Trainer sessions have included:
• LGBTQ+ allyship for youth and community coaches and session leaders
• Creating LGBTQ+ inclusive clubs for student sport committee leaders and uni/college/SU staff
• Leading LGBTQ+ inclusive physical education for school PE teachers and coaches
• Co-creating lessons on LGBTQ+ identities for sport development charity activators
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Cost: Train-the-Trainer
Digital Train-the-Trainer (price per 2-part workshop)
Diversity Champion members: £2950 + VAT
Non-members: £3150 + VAT
In-Person Train-the-Trainer (price per 2-part workshop)
Diversity Champion members: £3550 + VAT
Non-members: £3750 + VAT
Discounts
We offer discounts for sport charities,
community sport groups, and bulk bookings.
Please email us to find out more.
Questions? Ready to book your workshop?
Email sport@stonewall.org.uk

Please note in-person programme fees may be adjusted
to reflect the cost of travel.
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Bespoke Workshops
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Stonewall Sport Empowerment

Bespoke Workshops
If you can't see what you're looking for in this brochure or you'd like us to design something unique to your
sport / organisation, please do get in touch to discuss our bespoke content development work.
With a breadth of expertise in a range of workplaces and specialisms within the wider Stonewalll team we're
able to bring together teams of experts to create best practice content for your setting or goals.

Whether you're launching a new guide or policy, developing your approach to inclusive social media, or
looking to promote your sport to a specific group participants we can help you design content that will have
the greatest impact.
Some examples of previous sessions for sport partners have included:
• LGBTQ+ inclusion in media organisations / for media and communications teams
• Supporting LGBTQ+ disabled and parasport athletes
• LGBTQ+ inclusion for global / continental sport federations
• BTEC and Academy curriculum sessions for football scholars
• Lunch & Learns and mini sessions

If you'd like to talk more about your needs, please email sport@stonewall.org.uk to set up a conversation
with our team.
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What our sport partners say…
‘I found it extremely interesting and have already discussed this with my team. We will be holding further EDI
discussions in our team meetings.’ – Digital participant [Championing LGBTQ+ Inclusion as a Senior Leader]

‘The training should be mandatory for all.’ – Digital participant [Leading Inclusive Student Sport]
‘It was absolutely brilliant! I think the way the session was structured…was particularly useful and has given me
a much greater understanding of the challenges communities have faced and do face. It’s given me the
confidence to be able to explain those challenges and why its so important that we do whatever we can to
break down the existing barriers to equality.’ – In-Person participant [Championing LGBTQ+ Inclusion as a Senior Leader]
‘It helped me realise I am already a role model and empowered me to build upon it.’ – Digital participant [LGBTQ+
Role Models]

‘Every student should get this training! I’d love to do the Train the Trainer programme next…. Thank you so
much for educating us today.’ – In-Person participant [Leading Inclusive Student Sport]
‘Great training- facilitators were engaging and helpful. Really appreciated the facilitators sharing their personal
experiences which helped me to understand the issues LGBTQ people face better.’ – In-Person participant
[Supporting LGBTQ+ Identities in Performance Sport]
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Questions?
Ready for your Workshop?
Email sport@stonewall.org.uk to set up a conversation
with our team.

